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$ZENRA (ZENR)
-Adult NFT Marketplace LIBIDO's Governance Token -

We are finally launching a marketplace project that brings blockchain to
the adult and erotic industry, with advantage of Ethereum token and NFTs
which has established a large market with its proven effectiveness in the

DeFi industry.

The marketplace named as LIBIDO (Sexual Urge, Sexual Desire), which
will realize is the primitive desire that humans have, sexuality, which is
essential for human procreation.
By bringing in a decentralized market, we can create an adult market that
is more free, genderless, and of course, ethically controlled, an adult
market that is closer to the way it should be.We will create a variety of
products (NFT) with creators of "erotica", from those that simply appeal to
libido to thought-provoking contents.

ZENRA will function as a governance token for LIBIDO, connecting the NFT
market with the asset value of the content.
ZENRA will be issued in ERC20 tokens on the Ethereum blockchain's
mainnet and TRC20 on the TRON network's mainnet, with

an initial total of 1,000,000,000,000 tokens as below:
ERC20（ZENR）500,000,000,000 tokens
TRC20（tZENR）500,000,000,000 tokens

Address as below:
ERC20 Contract Address：
0x2a49dfb9da871c3dd599660c1e1cd493a5acb97f

TRC20 Contract Address：
TVS2qaJEuWynkL55ehutf4GEJpy93N52Ki

$ZENRA's ecosystem （ERC20）
The ZENR (ERC20) ecosystem is as follows
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40%
500,000,000,000
ZENR

10%
■50%：Marketplace mining

■10％：Airdrop
■40%：Investors and management team

■ 50% will be earned through marketplace mining in the adult NFT
marketplace LIBIDO. 50% of ZENRA's initial gross issue is reserved for
NFT buyers in the marketplace LIBIDO. 0.5% (2,500,000,000 ZENRA)
will be distributed monthly to buyers based on their purchase amount.

■ 10% will be used for airdrops. The first airdrop has been executed
to NFT purchasers at LIBIDO pre-opening in September 2021.
Subsequent airdrops will be announced as needed.

■ The remaining 40% will be distributed to investors and
ambassadors. The initial distribution scheduled after October 28, 2021,
after listed on DEX, following by a lock period of 6 months.

$tZENR’s ecosystem（TRC20）
tZENR（TRC20）ecosystem is as follows
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10%
■50%：Community Mining

■10％：Airdrop
■40%：Investors and management team

■ 50 percent will be distributed through community mining and
allocated to community members who participate in the system. The
tokens allocated to community mining account for 50% of the total
token supply, with 250 billion tZENR allocated to community mining.

■ 10% will be used for airdrops, details will be announced as they
become available.。

■ 40% will be distributed to investors and ambassadors used primarily
for market development.

Adult NFT Marketplace
About LIBIDO
LIBIDO, an adult NFT marketplace, will be developed with smart

contracts on Ethereum, based on the experience gained through the
development of other NFT marketplaces. At the moment, only creators
approved by the marketplace will be able to sell NFTs on this
marketplace in order to maintain the quality of the value of the NFTs,
however the marketplacee will grow into a more decentralized and
flexible in the future.

The main features of the marketplace which is:

・Purchase NFTs with Ethereum and ERC20 tokens
・Resale function for purchased NFTs
・Auction of items
・Provide content that can be viewed only by NFT holders
・Real products can be obtained by burning NFT.

Real products can be obtained by burning NFTs. In addition, curation
of items and sales campaign at marketplace will be provided as UX
(User Experience).
*LIBIDO has not yet been launched on the TRON network.

Ambassador: Director Toru Muranishi

Japan‘s erotic legend Mr. Toru Muranishi has been officially appointed
as the ambassador of LIBIDO. Mr. Muranishi is the personnel behind
the world-famous "The Naked Director”, who will not only provide the
creativity and experience in erotic contents, but also being involved
with NFT adaptation of adult works directed by Mr. Muranishi, along
with the planning of NFT marketplace items.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-lmEZ747g90Achq0fRh1_A

Roadmap

September 1, 2021
Adult NFT Marketplace LIBIDO Pre-Open
(ZENR airdrop for NFT purchasers during pre-opening)

October 3, 2021
LIBIDO Grand Opening

October 28, 2021
Listed $ZENRA (ZENR) on DEX (Uniswap, Sengoku Swap. Finance)

and Coming soon…

